
Transmigrated Consreu  (Homo transmigratus) 10%

Resomated Consreu (Homo sapiens reurbanisatus)

Vulgar Pre-serenissimus (Homo sapiens sapiens)

Unconscious Bait (Homo sapiens assistens)

Penta Practitioner (Homo sapiens tenepessist)

Conscious Projector (Homo sapiens projectius)

Lucid Epicon (Homo sapiens epicentricus)

Conscientiologist (Homo sapiens conscientiologus)

Permanintfree (Homo sapiens despertus)

Semiconsciex (Homo sapiens semiextraphysicus)

Self-critical Guided  (Homo sapiens teleguiatus)

Evolutiologist (Homo sapiens evolutiologus)

Serenissimus (Homo sapiens serenissimus)  100%

Free Consciex (Consciex  Liber)

Intraphysical dimension (transitory lives)

Extraphysical dimension (intermissive)
Resoma Desoma

Consciential Liber
The most advanced level 
in the evolutionary scale, 
when a consciousness 
frees itself from the 
multiexistential cycle.

Extraphysical state, or the real 
dimension after deactivation of the soma.

Homo transmigratus
10% of a Homo 

sapiens serenissimus' 
lucid serenism

Multiexistential Cycle

A system in which there is continuous alternation from a period 
of human life (intraphysical rebirth) to an extraphysical 
period (deactivation of the soma), whereby the consciousness 
enters an intermissive  phase, thus composing a continuous 
evolutionary script that we all experience.

Intermission is an extraphysical 
interval we experienced between 
the previous human life and the 
present one. During intermission, 
more mature extraphysical 
consciousnesses (consciexes), 
with regards to exemplarism 
and meritocracy, have access to 
specialized learning known as the 
intermissive course.

Intermissive 
Period
(Extraphysical 

Transient human 
life (Intraphysical 

dimension)

Extraphysical Agenda 
•	 When	a	consciousness	is	lucid	and	possesses	sufficient		personal	merits,	they	are	assigned	the	task	of	lucidly	composing	their	

extraphysical agenda. 
•	 The data plotted in a consciex’s personal agenda can help them reach a primary or advanced intermissive course, which 

occurs after the second desoma (deactivation of remnants from the energetic parabody - energosoma) and before a new 
human life. 

•	 Veteran human conscious projectors "mimic" this technique in order to develop their parapsychic abilities through the 
projected projector's agenda .

Are we immortal ?
Each consciousness is millenarian and has a long way to go until liberating itself from the 
multiexistential cycle. On this journey of improvement, the periods between consciousnesses 
human	lives	are	becoming	increasingly	more	proficient.

Projected State
The conscin projected 
in the psychosoma.

Extraphysical State
The consciex in the 
real extraphysical 
dimension.

Intraphysical State
The conscin in the 
transitory intraphysical 
dimension.

Consciential States

A consciousness will always be in 1 of 3 
consciential states: the extraphysical state or 
it´s real dimension, the intraphysical state of 
transient	human	life,	and	the	fleeting	projected 
state when a consciousness projects itself. An 
extraphysical consciousness, free from greater 
karmic commitments, embarks upon for liberating 
extraphysical research and experiences. 

14 personalities, from the most immature to the most balanced, based on the didactical hypothesis of the Serenissimus.
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MULTIEXISTENTIAL CYCLE
Specialty INTERMISSIOLOGY

Evolutionary Scale of Consciousnesses (Scale: Thousands of existences)
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Conscientiology Summary



Group Criterion 
•	 The group criterion is based on a 

consciousness’ groupkarmic current 
account, specifically	 where	 the	
groupkarmic debt is greater than the 
egokarmic debt.

•	 The extent of the human period and the 
extent of the intermissive life depend on 
your personal debts, which are closely 
related to the debts of those closer 
members of your evolutionary group. 

The multiexistential cycle of your 
evolutionary group determines your 

personal cycle.

Pluriexistencial Activity Criterion
•	 The criterion of pluriexistential activity 

within the scope of the multiexistential 
cycle is applied according to the 
requirements of liberating, multiexistential 
activities by a more lucid consciousness, 
who desires to do more than the 
evolutionary average.

•	 It leads the consciousness who is moving 
in	the	right	direction,	to	first	discover	
permanintfreeness, and, later, the 
universe of consciential serenism. 

The idea is to walk, as soon as possible, 
with lucidity and intentionality, towards 

the activity criterion.

Complementarity Criterion
•	 The complementarity criterion directly 

or indirectly involves the suicidal 
consciousness who is immediately reborn 
after this very inconsequential act, in order 
to complement their previously planned 
and	unfulfilled	human	life.

•	 In this way, the suicidal consciousness 
takes advantage of the opportunity to 
coexist with those they did not consider 
when performin the act, and fro who then 
need convivality and assistance. 

A suicidal consciousness decreases their 
intermissive periods, over a long streth of 

their their evolutionary path.

Note: There is a 4th criterion, which is more common 
in the SOCIN, with the characteristic of equality. The 
time in the intermissive period is the same as the last 
period in the intraphysical life.
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Evolutionary Level
Depending on their evolutionary level in the intermissive period, consciexes may be granted an interview 
with the Evolutionary Orientor, who will help them to position themselves regarding their personal 
multiexistential cycle. 

If the pluriexistential activity criterion is the most pro-
evolutionary one, how do I know when I am near to 
this path?  What is the profile of a consciousness who 
meets this criterion?
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1. The consciousness yearns to increasingly become an 
efficient	and	lucid minipiece in the interassistantial 
structure or maximechanism.

2. Forget your big millenary ego and aspire for new, 
more valid and more comfortable evolutionary 
achievements in other consciential dimensions.

3. Allow your destiny to be developed jointly with 
Evolutionary Orientors, Serenissimi  and Free 
Consciexes, working shoulder to shoulder and hand 
in hand within the evolutionary holothosene of 
assistantial work.

4. Accept with satisfaction the best for all, beyond 
pretension and old egotism.

5. Begin to see what was not understood of the 
assistance dedicated to oneself, that assistance 
sponsored by the helpers over one's series of 
continuous lives. There is a natural tendency for 
intermissive periods to become increasingly longer. 

A lucid consciousness trusts the evolutionary 
giants ahead: evolutionary orientors, serenissimi 

and free consciexes.

Indicative Criteria for the Multiexistential Profile for Pluriexistencial Activity Criterion

Principle of Disbelief: Do not believe anything, not even the information in this publication. 
The smart thing to do is conduct personal research on the subject.


